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Abstract: To solve the problem of the high bearing capacity of structures in deep and weak soil
layers, we invented a new type of pile group foundation in which the soil was continuously solidified
between piles (hereinafter referred to as the SCS pile group foundation). Considering the two
key factors of pile spacing and CSM depth, the antipulling load characteristics of SCS pile group
foundations in dry sand were studied via indoor half-model tests and numerical simulations. The
results showed that the ultimate uplift capacity of the SCS pile group foundation with a 2D–6D CSM
depth was about 2–3 times that of the traditional pile group. When the stiffness of the CSM is so large
that its effect can be ignored, the greater the pile spacing is, the greater the ultimate uplift capacity is.
For the same pile spacing, the greater the depth of the CSM is, the greater the ultimate uplift bearing
capacity is. When the CSM depth is greater than 10D, the uplift effect of the CSM can be effectively
exerted, and the antipulling advantage of the SCS pile group foundation can be fully utilized. This
study provided a reference for the antipulling design of SCS pile foundations.

Keywords: pile group foundation; continuously solidified soil between piles; ultimate uplift capacity;
half-model test; numerical simulation

1. Introduction

As a widely used foundation in geotechnical engineering, pile foundations play a
vital role in the process of transferring superstructure loads to deep soil layers. However,
the bearing capacity of foundations in deep and weak soils has difficulty meeting the
design requirements of high bearing capacity foundations for high-rise and super-high-
rise buildings.

To solve the above problems, extensive studies have been carried out on the bearing
characteristics of pile foundations. Research on the load-bearing characteristics of pile foun-
dations in the early stage focused mainly on single-pile foundations. Al-mhaidib et al. [1]
studied the pull-out characteristics of a single pile in sandy soil through large-scale model
tests and found that the initial sand density and pile installation methods were the most
significant factors affecting the pull-out capacity, and an installation method involving less
disturbance had a higher pull-out capacity. Wang et al. [2] analyzed the distribution law of
freezing force along a pile body and obtained the relationship function between freezing
force, bearing capacity, and freezing temperature through an indoor pull-out model test of a
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single pile in frozen soil. Maharaj et al. [3] studied the uplift bearing characteristics of piles
with variable sections and noted that the bearing capacity of piles with variable sections
was greater than that of straight piles with the same volume of concrete. Dong et al. [4]
analyzed the influence of the burying depth of spiral piles, the burying depth of the first
layer blade, and the blade spacing-to-width ratio on the uplift capacity of spiral piles
through 16 field uplift tests and noted that such an influence has a critical point; beyond
this point, the uplift bearing capacity of the spiral pile no longer increases obviously.

With more studies conducted on pile foundations, the research object has shifted from
single piles to group piles. Yalcin et al. [5,6] studied the bearing performance of flexible
piles and small group piles under eccentric and inclined loads and noted that the ultimate
bearing capacity of piles depends on the eccentricity and inclination of loads, as well as
the ratio of the upper layer thickness to the pile burying depth. Wang et al. [7] studied the
bearing capacity of double piles under static pressure in sandy soil foundations through
laboratory model tests and reported that the bearing capacity of static piles was mainly
affected by the pile length and static pressure velocity, and the radial stress of piles under
different pile lengths increased nonlinearly with depth and gradually converged to the
passive earth pressure. Through field tests and model tests, Yang et al. and Gaaver [8,9]
analyzed the influencing factors including pile burying depth, soil relative density, pile
spacing, and pile group layout and found that the bearing capacity of a single pile mainly
depended on the pile length–diameter ratio and soil properties, and that the pulling
efficiency of small-spacing pile groups decreased with the increasing number of piles in
the group. The relative density of the soil increased slightly with increasing soil mass but
decreased with an increasing pile length–diameter ratio.

However, field tests may be affected by complex geological conditions, it is difficult to
strictly control these variables, and indoor model tests are limited by boundary conditions
and model materials. By combining these methods with numerical simulation methods,
these problems can be better solved. A B E and Madhav et al. [10–12] studied the factors of
pile soil viscosity, pile burying depth, group pile size, and pile spacing, and the relationship
between the pile group bearing capacity, pile spacing, and pile and soil properties is
obtained by numerical simulation, and they expounded upon the failure mechanism of
group piles and the interactions between piles under different pile spacings. Rose [13] et al.
studied the effectiveness of group piles without inner piles in clay (peripheral group piles)
through numerical simulation and reported that the single-pile efficiency was greater for
peripheral group piles than for complete grid group piles. Through 2D finite-element
simulation, Naveen [14] found that the pile modulus, embankment modulus, and friction
angle affect the arching mechanism significantly, and the arching zone can be increased by
reducing these factors.

Scholars have proposed a calculation method for the uplift bearing capacity of piles
based on different theories. Deshmukh [15] assumed that the axisymmetric failure surface
was a cone, obtained the soil stress distribution on the axisymmetric failure surface by using
the Ktter equation, and proposed an analytical solution for the ultimate uplift capacity of a
pile anchor in non-viscous soil. Khatri et al. [16] proposed a formula for the ultimate uplift
capacity of piles in cohesive soil where the undrained cohesion linearly increases with depth.
Based on the Winkler foundation model and Timoshenko beam theory, Yang et al. [17]
established a lateral vibration model of screw piles considering shear deformation and
derived analytical solutions for the lateral dynamic displacement, bending moment, and
shear force. Patra and Pise [18] proposed a simplified method to predict the ultimate uplift
capacity of pile groups, taking into account factors such as the buried length-to-diameter
ratio of the group pile and the pile spacing. Shanker [19] proposed a semiempirical analysis
method to predict the uplift bearing capacity of group piles in sandy soil foundations, and
the effectiveness of this method was verified by field test results. Amit et al. [20] proposed
a method to predict the net ultimate bearing capacity of a single bent pile and pile group
and provided a design diagram for evaluating the net ultimate bearing capacity of a pile
group considering the arch effect, pile length, pile diameter, bending angle, pile surface
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characteristics, pile group structure, pile spacing, soil characteristics, and other factors.
Based on the Hoek–Brown failure criterion and the upper bound theorem, Liu et al. [21].
derived the theoretical prediction formulas of the rock failure surface and the ultimate pull-
out capacity of the pile and analyzed the influence laws of different rock mass parameters,
pile parameters, and additional surface loads on the pile bearing capacity and failure range.

Moreover, scholars have proposed various techniques for soil reinforcement between
piles, such as using cement slurry to reinforce the soil around the pile, improving the
roughness of the pile–soil interface and thereby increasing the lateral friction resistance of
the pile [22], to improve the bearing capacity of pile foundations. Ohtsuka [23] studied
the influence of soil improvement in width and depth on the displacement and bending
moment of highway bridge foundations and the influence of soil improvement on the
nonlinear response of bridge piers and noted that the displacement of bridge piers can
be effectively limited by strengthening the soil around group piles in the weak soil layer.
Joo et al. [24] studied the improvement in uplift resistance of spiral piles by cement injection
and found that cement injection could improve the bearing capacity and stiffness of spiral
piles compared with traditional spiral piles. Zhou et al. [25] conducted a field study
on the uplift capacity of prestressed high-strength concrete (PHC) piles in clay soil and
the uplift capacity of such piles with strengthened surrounding soil. They found that
the PHC piles and cement soils around the piles were integrated into the load transfer
process. Rollins et al. [26–28] constructed cement soil retaining walls in the shallow layer
of foundations around piles by high-pressure rotary spraying and carried out full-scale
tests, centrifugal tests, and finite-element analyses of pile foundations under horizontal
loading. The rotation stiffness and ultimate bearing capacity of the bending moment were
significantly enhanced after the foundation around the pile was strengthened.

Such studies are based on the concept of soil reinforcement between piles and propose
a new type of pile group foundation with the soil continuously solidified between piles
(hereinafter referred to as the SCS pile group foundation) [29,30]. The continuously solidi-
fied member (CSM) is used to strengthen the soil layer between piles through foundation
treatment methods such as MJS construction method, forming a continuous high-strength
entity in the horizontal direction. It connects all foundation piles into a single entity at
the target layer. The bearing characteristics of single piles or pile group foundations were
studied via laboratory model tests, field tests, and numerical simulations. However, since
the SCS pile group foundation is a completely new pile type, its uplift bearing characteris-
tics have not been well studied. In this paper, a half-model experiment was designed to
evaluate the uplift bearing characteristics of an SCS pile group foundation with or without
CSM, considering the pile spacing and CSM depth. A numerical simulation was used
to verify the reliability of the model experiment. On this basis, a theoretical calculation
method for the ultimate uplift bearing capacity of the SCS pile group was proposed. This
study can provide a reference for the antipulling design of SCS pile foundations.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Material

According to the research of Song, Sun et al. [30–33], this study used a half-model test
and the sand rain method [34,35] to control the falling sand height to 120 cm (approximately
0.95 in density) to establish the model foundation.

The foundation material of the model is composed of white artificial quartz sand with
good grading, and quartz sand within the range of 0.1~1 mm is selected by screening. The
particle grading curve of the quartz sand is shown in Figure 1, and the basic properties are
shown in Table 1.

According to Figure 1 and Table 1, the quartz sand used in the test is defined as
medium sand [36] and has a good nonuniformity. The ratio of the test sand particle size to
the pile diameter of the model pile is much less than 1/20; thus, the influence of the model
foundation on the bearing capacity of the pile can be ignored [37,38].
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Figure 1. Particle grading curve.

Table 1. Basic physical properties of quartz sand.

Maximum Dry
Density

(ρdmax/g·cm−3)

Minimum Dry
Density

(ρdmin/g·cm−3)

Specific Gravity of
Soil Particle (Gs)

Water Content
(ω/%)

Angle of Internal
Friction (φ/◦) Cu Cc

1.62 1.31 2.67 0.042 38.39 2.38 1.29

The materials of the model pile are made of an aluminum alloy semicircle tube, with
a length of 700 mm, a diameter of 30 mm, and a wall thickness of 1.5 mm. The pile body
is buried in the model foundation 600 mm deep. The ratio of the barrel diameter to the
pile diameter used in the test is 26, which meets the boundary effect condition [39–41]. The
CSMs are 60 mm high and 25 mm wide, and the length varies in accordance with different
pile spacing. A hole with a diameter of 30 mm and a semicircular cross-section is opened
on the CSM, and the model pile is tightly bonded with the CSM using a structural adhesive.
The paste strain gauges were placed inside the pile body and filled with wax. Threads
with a depth of 0.5 mm and a spacing of 1 mm were processed on the outer surface of the
pile body to simulate the surface roughness of the pile body under actual conditions. The
completed model pile is shown in Figure 2.
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The test device includes a load sensor, displacement sensor, data acquisition instru-
ment, and strain gauges [30,32,33], as shown in Figure 3.
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2.2. Test Design

A total of 19 groups of tests were designed and carried out with a different pile spacing
and CSM depth. There were 5 control test groups with different pile spacings without
CSMs, 5 test groups with different pile spacings with CSMs, and 9 test groups with different
CSM depths. The test model pile is shown in Figure 4.
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2.3. Test Implementation

The model foundation was constructed using the sand rain method, and the model
pile was immobilized in the model bucket. The shakeout bucket filled with sand was
subsequently raised to the standard height, the drop distance was 120 cm, and the density
of the model foundation was controlled between 0.92 and 0.95. Each shakeout was 1 to 3 cm,
the red and black dyed quartz sand was alternately deposited near the CSM with an interval
of 2 cm. With the buried depth of the CSM increasing and the number of laying layers
gradually increasing, the loading device and displacement acquisition device were installed
after the model foundation was constructed. The test loading speed was 0.5 mm/min, and
the loading was carried out through strain control. The acquisition instrument collected
data every 1 s, and the test was stopped when the displacement reached 20 mm.

In the load implementation stage, the damage caused by the model pile to the foun-
dation under vertical loading can be observed through the use of tempered glass, and the
high-definition camera can shoot the whole process to clarify the failure mode of the sandy
soil foundation at different load stages.

3. Results
3.1. Comparative Analysis of the Load Bearing Performance with and without a CSM

To study the uplift bearing characteristics of the SCS pile group foundation, the load–
displacement curves of the A-S6 and A-S18 piles without a CSM and the P-D48-S6 and
P-D48-S18 piles with a CSM were compared, as shown in Figure 5.
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As shown in Figure 5, the curve of the SCS pile group foundation increases slowly in a
wave-like manner after the load reaches its peak, while that of the traditional pile group
foundation decreases after the load reaches its peak. This is mainly due to the shear of
the soil under the lifting load of the pile group foundation, which results in the loss of
sand particle adhesion and soil dilatancy softening. According to the load–displacement
curve of the pile group foundation without a CSM, the load corresponding to the obvious
inflection point of the curve is taken as the ultimate uplift capacity [42]. For the SCS pile
group foundation, the load corresponding to the continuous fluctuation of the curve is
taken as the ultimate uplift capacity. The ultimate uplift capacities of the Group A and
P-D48 model piles are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Ultimate uplift bearing capacity and displacement of group A and P-D48 model pile.

Pile Spacing Test Number Ultimate Uplift
Capacity (N)

Displacement
(mm)

Ultimate Uplift
Capacity Ratio

(P-D48/A)

2D
A-S6 203.1 3.16

2.26
P-D48-S6 458.2 8.28

3D
A-S9 181.2 3.32

2.85
P-D48-S9 516.5 8.04

4D
A-S12 215.4 3.38

2.54
P-D48-S12 546.6 8.62

5D
A-S15 238.0 2.62

2.41
P-D48-S15 574.5 8.20

6D
A-S18 241.8 3.03

2.62
P-D48-S18 632.4 8.27

As presented in Table 2, the ultimate uplift capacity of the SCS pile group foundation
with 2D-6D pile spacing is about 2–3 times that of the traditional group pile. This is mainly
because the presence of an CSM increases the bearing area of the pile foundation end. The
soil near the surface of the CSM is under pressure. The compressive strength of soil is
known to be much greater than its shear strength. Moreover, in the process of pulling the
pile foundation, the CSM can mobilize more foundation soil to participate in the load so
that the soil above the CSM will be squeezed and move. Such additional normal stress
generated around the pile body will continue to increase, which increases the stiffness of
the soil in this part of the foundation and the side friction resistance of the pile. As a result,
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the bearing capacity is increased. The test results show that the SCS pile group foundation
has a significant uplift bearing advantage.

3.2. Influence of the Pile Spacing on the Bearing Characteristics
3.2.1. Load–Displacement Curve

To study the influence of different pile spacings on the uplift bearing performance of
the SCS pile group foundation, the load–displacement curves of each group under different
pile spacings were drawn according to the test data, as shown in Figure 6.
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In this test, the pile body was made of aluminum alloy rigid material, and the pile
body and CSM were not damaged due to an excessive pulling load during the process of
pulling up. As shown in Figure 6, under different pile spacings, the load–displacement
curves of each group of model tests are generally the same, and the curves all exhibit a slow
change, which manifests as three stages: elastic deformation, elastic–plastic deformation,
and plastic failure. In the elastic stage, the lifting load of the pile increases linearly with
the displacement of the pile. In the elastoplastic stage, the pile reaches the ultimate pulling
capacity. After that, the curve fluctuates slowly. This is mainly due to the existence of a
CSM; after the model pile reaches the ultimate uplift bearing capacity, the overall fracture
surface of the foundation continues to gradually expand, so the uplift bearing capacity
can still increase slowly. However, the increase in the load is too slow compared with the
increase in the displacement, which is not highly important in practical engineering. The
ultimate uplift bearing capacity of the model piles gradually increases with increasing pile
spacing, and the SCS pile group foundations with 2D–6D pile spacing reach their ultimate
bearing capacity when the displacement is approximately 8 mm. This is mainly due to the
increase in the pile spacing; the bearing area of the top surface of the CSM increases so that
more soil on the top of the CSM is involved in the action, and the ultimate uplift capacity
of the pile group also increases.

3.2.2. Axial Force Distribution of the Pile Body

The axial force of the pile body is obtained by dividing the pile body strain measured
by the strain gauge attached to the inner wall of the pile body by the calibration coefficient
measured by the calibration test. Since the model foundation in this test is made of dry
quartz sand and the cohesion is zero, the adsorption force of the foundation on the pile
bottom is not considered in the calculation of the axial force of the pile body. It is assumed
that the axial force of the pile bottom is zero, and the axial force distribution diagram of
the pile body of each group of model piles under different pile spacings is obtained with a
CSM depth of 48 cm (16D) (Figure 7).
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A comparison of the results in Figure 7 shows that with different pile spacings, the
load transfer laws of the pile bodies of the SCS pile group foundations are similar: with
increasing pile top load, the axial force of the pile body also gradually increases. Under
the same load, the axial force distribution of the pile body decreases with increasing pile
burying depth. The axial force of the pile decreases slowly in the upper part of the CSM
and changes abruptly in the upper and lower parts of the CSM. This is mainly because, on
the one hand, the setting of the CSM increases the end bearing capacity of the top surface
area of the CSM; on the other hand, in the process of pile group pulling, the CSM has a
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certain extrusion effect on the upper soil, which increases the stress level in the soil and
subsequently increases the lateral friction resistance of the pile.

3.3. Influence of the CSM Depth on Bearing Characteristics
3.3.1. Load–Displacement Curve

To study the influence of different CSM depths on the bearing performance of the pile,
the load–displacement curves of each group of model tests under different CSM depths
were drawn according to the test data, as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Load–displacement curves of piles with different CSM depth. (a) P-D6-S9 to P-D30-S9.
(b) P-D36-S9 to P-D54-S9.

Figure 8 shows that a CSM depth leads to different load–displacement curve shapes.
The load–displacement curve of the model pile with a CSM depth of 2D–14D is a “steep
change” type. When the P-D6-S9~P-D24-S9 model piles reach the ultimate uplift bearing
capacity, the load on the top of the piles decreases rapidly. Combined with the analysis of
foundation failure forms of the model mentioned above, this is mainly due to the shallow
depth of CSM burying, and the stress diffusion of piles gradually reaches the surface
under the uplift load, resulting in a decrease in soil strength. The results show that the
pile top load decreases with increasing displacement. However, the P-D30-S9, P-D36-S9,
and P-D42-S9 model piles tend to be stable after reaching the ultimate load. The load–
displacement curves of the piles P-D48-S9 and P-D54-S9 are different from those of the
other piles, showing a slow change and tending to stabilize after the pile top load reaches
its peak. The curve of the relationship between the ultimate uplift capacity and the depth
of the CSM is shown in Figure 9.
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As shown in Figure 9, the ultimate uplift capacity of the piles also increases with
the gradual increase in the burying depth of the CSM. When the depth of the CSM is
less than 10D, the ultimate uplift capacity of the pile increases slowly with the depth of the
CSM. When the burying depth is greater than 10D, the ultimate uplift capacity of the pile
increases significantly with the depth of the CSM.

3.3.2. Axial Force of the Pile Body

The test and calculation methods in Section 3.2.2 were also adopted to obtain the
axial force distribution diagram of each group of model piles under different CSM burying
depths when the pile spacings were all 9 cm (3D) (Figure 10).
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As shown in Figure 10a,b, for the model piles with 2D and 4D depths of the CSM, the
axial force on the pile body above and below the CSM changes little, and the difference in
axial force between the upper and lower positions of the CSM is also relatively small. This
is mainly due to the shallow depth of the CSM, which is close to the surface of the model
foundation, and the soil pressure on the upper part of the CSM is low. When pulling up,
the CSM bears less load.

The ultimate uplift capacity of the model pile with a CSM burying depth of 6D–10D
increases gradually with increasing CSM burying depth. The axial force difference between
the upper and lower parts of the CSM gradually becomes obvious, as shown in Figure 10c–e.

The ultimate uplift capacity of the model pile with a CSM burying depth of 12D–18D
increased with burying depth. The axial force reduction rate of the pile section with an
equal section gradually slows when the CSM is used, but the axial force mutation of the
pile body becomes more obvious at the upper and lower interfaces of the CSM, and the
load bearing effect of the CSM gradually increases, as shown in Figure 10f–i.

By comparing the axial force distribution curves of each model pile with a CSM depth
of 2D–18D, it can be found that the load transfer laws of the uplift resistant piles with
different CSM depths in the pile body are similar. As the depth of CSM gradually increases,
that is, the closer the pile bottom is, the greater the load borne by the CSM.

3.3.3. Load Sharing Ratio

Based on the axial force distribution of the pile body, the supporting force of the
CSM and the lateral friction resistance of the upper and lower sections of the CSM can be
calculated under each level of load. By dividing the total pile top load of each level, the
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load sharing percentage of the CSM and the lateral friction resistance of the upper and
lower sections of the CSM under each level of pile top load can be obtained, as shown in
Figure 11.
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The load sharing ratio of each part of the pile body indicates that the burying depth
of the CSM is the main factor affecting the bearing capacity. Reasonable selection of the
burying depth of a CSM can fully exploit the efficient bearing effect when the CSM is
subjected to a lifting load and can avoid damage to the foundation surface through the soil.
According to the test results, when the burying depth of the upper surface of the CSM is
less than 10D, the load is mainly borne by the side friction of the lower straight bar section.
When the depth of the CSM is greater than 10D, the load sharing ratio of the CSM is more
than 40%, which can better support the CSM.

3.3.4. Damage Mode

To better study the influence of the depth of the CSM on the vertical bearing charac-
teristics of pile group foundations, the methods of the half-model and marker layer were
adopted in this experiment. Cameras were used in the experiment to shoot the whole exper-
imental process and record the failure process of the model foundation, which helped us to
explore the deformation process of the foundation more intuitively. The model foundation
failure forms of each group of tests are shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12. Process of foundation failure. (I) P-D6-S9. (II) P-D12-S9. (III) P-D18-S9. (IV) P-D24-
S9. (V) P-D30-S9. (VI) P-D36-S9. (VII) P-D42-S9. (VIII) P-D48-S9. (IX)P-D54-S9. (a) Not loaded.
(b) 1/2 ultimate load. (c) Ultimate load. (d) Complete failure.

When the burying depth of the CSM is less than 12 cm (4D), before the load reaches the
ultimate uplift capacity, the soil in the middle of the foundation pile and the upper part of
the CSM are only in the soil compression stage, and no local shear failure of the soil mass
occurs. However, the soil on both sides of the CSM will cause local shear failure in a small
range. When the load exceeds the ultimate uplift capacity, overall shear failure occurs in the
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middle of the two foundation piles and the upper part of the CSM of the soil, before finally
penetrating the foundation surface. The shear failure surface formed by the soil on both sides
of the CSM gradually approaches the foundation surface and finally penetrates it, resulting in
overall failure, as shown in Figure 12(Id,IId). The depth of the CSM increases from 2D to 4D,
and the angle of the fracture surface also decreases from 37 degrees to 27 degrees.

When the depth of the CSM is between 18 and 24 cm (6D–8D), after the load exceeds
the ultimate uplift bearing capacity, the soil in the middle of the foundation pile and the
upper part of the CSM form a fracture surface through the foundation surface. However,
the shear failure surface formed by the soil on both sides of the CSM gradually diffused
to the foundation surface but did not ultimately penetrate it. The vertical influence range
was approximately 5D–6D, as shown in Figure 12(IIId,IVd), and the angle of the fracture
surface was maintained at approximately 22 degrees.

When the depth of the CSM is 30 cm (10D), no fracture through the foundation surface
occurs during the pulling process. The soil mass in the middle of the two foundation piles and
the upper part of the CSM is compressed, and the vertical influence range is approximately
8D. Local shear failure occurred on both sides of the foundation pile, which affected the soil in
the range of 1D–2D in the transverse direction; the influence range in the vertical direction
was approximately 7D, and the fracture plane angle was approximately 27 degrees.

When the depth of the CSM is greater than 12D, the soil above the CSM and the
soil on both sides of the foundation pile are only in the soil compression stage before the
load reaches the ultimate pulling capacity, as shown in Figure 12(IXb). However, when
the load reaches the ultimate uplift capacity, the soil layer compression of the soil above
the CSM becomes obvious, and local shear failure occurs on both sides of the foundation
pile, as shown in Figure 12(IXc). Then, with increasing displacement of the pile top, the
compression deformation of the soil above the CSM and the local damage range on both
sides of the foundation pile also increase until the end of the test. With increasing burying
depth from 12D to 18D, the fracture plane angle also increases from 29 degrees to 34 degrees.

4. Numerical Simulation

To further study the vertical pull-out characteristics of the SCS pile group foundations,
a numerical model of the feature group in the model test was established by using PLAXIS
3D (Version 2017, developed by Bentley Systems, 685 Stockton Drive, Exton, PA, USA)
finite-element analysis software. The Mohr–Coulomb model was adopted for the sandy soil
foundation. The length and width were 1200 mm, and the elastic modulus and Poisson’s
ratio were set to 20 MPa and 0.25, respectively. The linear elastic model is adopted for the
pile group foundation, and the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are set at 6.763 × 1010 Pa
and 0.3, respectively. Figure 13 shows the cell grid division of the pile group foundation
and sandy soil foundation.
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To verify the reliability of the finite-element model, the numerical results of the load–
displacement curves are compared with the experimental results. As shown in Figure 14,
there is a good consistency between the test curve and the finite-element simulation curve.
Therefore, a finite-element model can be used to qualitatively analyze the test results.
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The stress cloud map of the soil mass obtained by numerical simulation is shown in
Figure 15. When the depth of CSM is 6 cm (2D), the vertical influence range runs through
the surface of the foundation. When the CSM depths are 24 cm (8D) and 30 cm (10D), the
vertical influence ranges are basically the same, and neither reaches the foundation surface.
When the depth is CSM to 54cm (18D), the vertical influence range of the model pile on
the foundation also reaches a maximum. The results obtained by numerical simulation are
basically consistent with those of the model test, which verifies the accuracy of the test.
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5. Discussion

Referring to the research of Rui et al. [43] and considering the model in this test, the
burying ratio of the SCS group pile was defined as the ratio of the burying depth of the top
surface of the CSM (H) to the length of the CSM (L). Taking the pile spacing of 9 cm as an
example (L = 19 cm), the burying ratios (H/L) at the different burying depths are 0.32, 0.63,
0.95, 1.26, 1.58, 1.89, 2.21, 2.53, and 2.84. Combined with Figures 10 and 12, it can be seen
that when the burying ratio is greater than 1.58, the ultimate bearing capacity of the SCS
pile group foundation increases significantly with increasing burying depth, and the load
sharing ratio of the CSM exceeds 40%, which can effectively support the CSM. Accordingly,
when H/L is less than 1.58, the CSM is shallow buried, and when H/L is greater than 1.58,
the CSM is deep buried.

According to the research of the “Technical Code for Building Pile Foundation” (JGJ94-
2008) [42] and Sun et al. [30], the theoretical formula of the ultimate uplift bearing capacity
of the new pile type is derived as follows:

Qu = (tu1 + u2)∑ Ψsqsikli + Ψpqpk Ap (1)

where t is the number of foundation piles in the SCS pile group, u1 is the circumference of
the foundation pile body, u2 is the circumference of the CSM, Ψs is the dimension effect
coefficient of side friction resistance of the large-diameter pile, and qsik is the standard value
of the ultimate lateral resistance of the i layer of the pile side. li is the thickness of the i layer
soil around the pile, and Ψp is the dimension effect coefficient of resistance at the tip of the
large-diameter pile. qpk is the standard value of the ultimate end resistance. Ap is the area
of the pile end, that is, the area of the solid section.

The model pile of this test adopts a 1/20 scale model of the bored pile. The model pile
with a depth of 48 cm for the CSM is selected, the specific parameters of which are enlarged
according to the original scale and shown in Table 3. According to Formula (1), Ψs is 0.65,

qsik is 63 kPa, qpk is 140 kPa, size effect coefficient Ψp = (0.8/d)
1
3 (d is the diameter of the

pile end), and the diameter of the pile end was the diameter of the equivalent circle of the
section of the CSM. The calculation results are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of each group of bored pile.

Test
Number

Pile
Spacing (m)

Pile
Number

Girth of Foundation
Pile (m)

CSM
Perimeter (m)

CSM
Area (m2)

Experimental
Value (KN)

Calculated
Value (KN)

P-D48-S6 1.2 2 3.77 8.4 5.83 7331.20 7539.75
P-D48-S9 1.8 2 3.77 9.6 7.03 8264.00 8214.71

P-D48-S12 2.4 2 3.77 10.8 8.23 8745.60 8834.40
P-D48-S15 3 2 3.77 12 9.43 9192.00 9451.94
P-D48-S18 3.6 2 3.77 13.2 10.63 10,118.40 10,067.65

The relationship between calculated values and model test values can be obtained
from Table 3, as shown in Figure 16.
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The correlation coefficient between the test value and the calculated value can be
calculated according to the Pearson correlation coefficient formula, which is defined as

r = ∑ (x − x)(y − y)√
∑ (x − x)2∑(y − y)2

(2)

where r is the correlation coefficient, x is the calculated value, y is the experimental value, x
is the average of the calculated values, and y is the average of the experimental values.

According to the data in Table 3, calculated by Formula (2), 0.9 < r = 0.990 < 1 is
extremely correlated, which verifies the accuracy of the ultimate bearing capacity formula.

6. Conclusions

The vertical uplift bearing characteristics of a new type of SCS pile group foundation
were studied. Nineteen sets of half-model tests were carried out with varying pile spacing
and CSM depth as the influencing factors. The load–displacement curves and the ratios of
pile axial force and load sharing obtained from the tests were analyzed; the characteristic
sets in this test were simulated and analyzed via PLAXIS 3D (Version 2017, developed by
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Bentley Systems, 685 Stockton Drive, Exton, PA, USA) numerical simulation software. The
main conclusions are as follows:

1. When the stiffness of the CSM is large enough that its effect can be ignored and
the depth of the CSM remains unchanged, the ultimate uplift capacity of the pile
gradually increases with increasing pile spacing. At 2D–6D pile spacing, the SCS
pile group foundation has about 2–3 times the ultimate uplift bearing capacity of
the traditional pile group foundation. The loading and displacement curves of the
SCS pile are relatively flat, while the axial force of the SCS group pile body changes
suddenly at the upper and lower surfaces of the CSM;

2. With the same pile spacing, the ultimate uplift capacity of the pile increases gradually
with CSM depth. When the burying depth of the CSM is less than or equal to 10D, the
ultimate uplift capacity of the pile increases slowly with its burying depth and the top
load is mainly borne by the side friction resistance of the pile. When the depth of the
CSM is greater than 10D, the ultimate uplift capacity of the pile increases significantly
with its burying depth and the CSM load sharing ratio exceeds 40 percent. Meanwhile,
the pile top load is mainly borne by the CSM;

3. When the load exceeds the ultimate uplift capacity and the CSM depth is less than or
equal to 10D, the shear failure of the soil above the SCS pile group foundation results
in a penetrating fracture surface. When the CSM depth is greater than 10D, the soil
compression above the CSM was apparent. Local shear failure occurred on both sides
of the pile but no penetrating cracks were formed in the soil above or on the side of
the CSM;

4. Numerical simulation software was used to compare and analyze the characteristic
groups, and the results show that the distribution characteristics of the soil stress
around the pile obtained via numerical simulation and model testing are consistent.
When designing an SCS pile group foundation, the pile spacing should be as large
as possible. For the same pile spacing, the depth of the CSM should be greater than
10D. The design can maximize the support of CSM, obtaining a large ultimate bearing
capacity for the group pile.
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